INTRODUCTION
Motion blur is important to real-time applications, such as games or training simulators. It is just one of many methods that can be used to portray ao object in motion, and to draw the viewer into the scene. There are a number of uses for motion blur.
In films, the shutter creates a motion blur inherent to the filming process, and this blur feels naturaI to most viewers. The blur is 0th missing in realtime applications due to the difficulty or speed loss when creating it. Its lack is quite noticeable if one sees two computer generated films, one with motion blur and one without. This is a %ue" motion blur -attempting to generate a n image covering a period of time -and should be distinguished fiom more artistic effects.
Regardless of whether the motion blur is ''true" or "artistic," if one can add motion blur to a real-time application, then the viewer will be drawn into the scene more so than if the blur is lacking.
A second use for motion blur is to create a desired special effect. It can be used to show a streakiug object or just to draw attention to an object in the scene. By contrulling the length of time the blut remains visible, a designer can get varying effects.
Such effects (e.g. speed lines) are particularly useful in games.
A thud use is to show motion in a still image. When viewing a still image with no motion blur on a figure, it i s often difficult to determine what mution is happening in the scene. The motion blur for such effects must be shown to indicate direction (i.e. uniform sampling across the time domain, as in a simulation One is to add realism to a scene.
of a true camera, would not be appropriate). Such motion blur is useful in still media such as comic books.
While there are many approaches to showing motion blur, most are insufficient to allow for all of these needs, produce results that are visually unacceptable, or do not deal with highly deforming meshes as can often be found in today's interactive games. These other methods will be discussed in section 2.
We present a method for generating visually appealing artistic motion blur effefts. Using a method similar to that of swept volume construction, we determine the set of edges that lie dong the dividing point between the ftont and back o f a mesh based on its motion, OK the sifhouette offmoiion. By conuecting 3 set of silhouettes captured at regular time intervals with polygonal quadrilaterals, and decreasing the opacity of the polygons the farther back in time they were created, we are able to create a visually appealing motion blur. We refer to this generated set of polygons as the bfur shell, as it is an extra set of polygons that are atfached to the original model.
KeyResults
The primary distinguishing features of OUT method are that it:
Produces a motion blur effect even for meshes that are animating and deforming, There has been a good deal of research into the topic of both artistic and ''true" motion blur; some of this previous work will be discussed here.
.
Motion blur has been an important aspect of computer generated images for many years. Some of the earliest and most fundamental work includes that of Korein and Badler[X], Potmesil and Chakravarty[ll], and Dippe and Wold [4] . Possibly the best looking and most widely used motion blur technique is temporal anti-aliiasing[8] [3] . This is done by super-sampling the scene in the time domain. A particular pixel is sampled at various points in time around the current b e ; the samples are then filtered to create the final color for a pixel. While this works well for offline rendering or ray-tracing, it is Ear too slow for real-time applications, and current hardware does not support it well. Such methods try to compute a "true" motion blur, simulating the effect of a lengthier exposure time.
A number of techniques have been proposed for creating motion blur in 2D image space. Several of these are too slow for real-time applications and do not use current hardware to achieve results [9] [2). More recently, however, hardware support for some image-space motion blur effects, allowing for real-time simulated motion blur, has been added by most graphics hardware manufacturers, including NVidia [lO] . 2D Image-space motion blurs allow one to account for both camera and object motion, whreas 3D motion blur only accounts for object motion (though camera motion can be inelegantly simulated by instead simulating the motion of objects relative to a fved camera. We believe, however, that our 3D g e o m e~c motion blur dlows severaI advantages over such 2D methods, particularly in terms of the artistic and special effects that can be created.
A common method for creating motion blur is to copy the last n frames of an object's motion into the scene, combining images via an accumulation bufferlti]. All images can have the same opacity, or each copy can be slightly less transparent than the previous, until the current object is added to the scene at full opacity (e.g. Sheiner et al. [12] ). There are two problems witb this. First is that the complete object must be rendered n+l times, which can create a large increase in the number of polygons in the scene. The second is that as the object picks up speed, the distance between the n copies will increase and since there is no coherence between the copies, the visual result is unacceptable. Even without changes in motion, an image can easily appear as several discrete samples, rather than one smooth image.
A 
METHOD
Here we will discuss the manner in which we generate and maintain the blur. In essence, our scheme is designed to create a blur shell. This is a set of polygons that when added to the scene gives the impression that there is a motion blur associated with the object. Blur shell polygons are stored in a circular list attached to each polygon (this is described below). To do this, we need two pieces of information to be provided by the application:
1.
2.
The time span of the blur is the maximum amount of time any one part of the blur exists in the shell (i.e. the period of time the blur represents); and the subdivisions control the quality of the blur. The more subdivisions, the smoother and more rounded the blur will look, and the more computation will be needed to
The silhouette of motion need not be updated on a continual basis. Instead, the silhouette is updated every (timejength / #-subdivisions) seconds, which may be more or less often than a h e update. The only portion of our method tbat must be performed on a per-fkame basis is the building and rendering of the current silhouette ofmotion, discussed in section 3.3.
There are two main steps we must complete in order to use our method. These are:
On each update, fmd the Silhouette of Motion of the mesh based on its motion.
On each h e we want to display the blur, we must construct poIygonal strips from the Silhouette of Motion.
The length of time the blur should represent The number of subdivisions in the blur shell
Requirements
There are a few assumptions we make regardhg the mesh to be blurred. The mesh can be deformed in real time, as by a skeleton, but the world coordinates of each vertex must be known. In many cases, this adds little overhead, as many skeletal animated meshes know their vertex positions in relation to the skeletal root. If an object's mesh is not deforming, but the object is translating, then the positions of the vertices only need to be updated when the silhouette of motion is updated. In addition to world coordinate positions of the vertices, each vertex must also know its own normal in world space. We found good results were obtained in many cases when each vertex's normal WBS simply the average of the normals of adjacent polygons. Note, however, that the ideal normal value to use for finding a silhouette of motion could be (but usually is not) different from the normal to be used for rendering; this will be highlighted later. Unless stated otherwise, a vertex's world position and world normal will be referred to simply as its position and normal for the remainder of this paper.
The mesh data structure is augmented to include additional information needed to maintain the silhouette of motion and to create the blur shell. Associated with each polygon is: Two indices describing the last two vertices on the polygon that were part of the silhouette of motion. The number of updates that have passed since the polygon had an edge on the silhouette. In addition, B global index is used to keep the system synchronized between and during updates. We shall refer to this as the update index. This index corresponds to which element in the circular list of each polygon is the most recent. We define the sifhouette ofmotion, or SoM, as the set of edges on a polygonal mesh that represents the local silhouette as seen when looking at an object along its axis of motion. If the majority of a mesh does not move and only one portion of the mesh is in motion (as would be the case if a character moved just an arm) then only the SoM €or the arm would change, not that of the rest of the mesh. A nonmoving portion of an object does not have a SOM.
At each update we need to find the current SOM. Due to the difficulty in determining a full-mesh SoM, we use a per-polygon silhouette detection technique. Our method examines each polygon, and determines if one of its edges lies on the S o w and then records the edge in the polygon's list element that corresponds to the current update index. The collection of all edges found in this manner will be an approximation to the actual silhouette.
for rendering would work better, but usually using the same one works fine. Generally, if the model is highly tessellated and normals vary smoothly, the normals work well. If a model contains replicated vertices with varying normals (i.e. creases), the creased edge itself can be treated as a polygon Before finding the SoM, we must first determine which side of motion each vertex is on. The facing of any vertex is determined by the sign of the dot product between the normal of the vertex and the vertex's direction vector. The direction points from the vertex's previous position to its current position. Note here that .the goal is for this vertex normal to separate the "forward moving" fiom the "backward moving" edges. In some cases, it may be the case that a different normal from the one used All other polygons tum off the flag, increment the value containing the number of updates since the last time an edge of the polygon was found on the silhouette of motion by one, and record the positions and normals of the last blurred vertices in the list element corresponding to the update index. Unless these polygons have generated a blur within the last few updates, they will not contribute any vatices to this blur update.
Once this is done for all polygons, we have a set of polygon edges that define the silhouette of motion. We know that for convex objects, at any one blur update there are generally O( 4 ) edges on the silhouette; where n is the number of polygons withut the mesh [5] . Thus, for any one update there will be relatively few edges to deal with, assuming convex objects. For objects composed of many convex parts (e.g. an articulated figure) or limited concavities, this number is still (relatively small).
We note that by.exploiting h e -t o -M e coherence, it may be possible to obtain the SoM more quickly. While we have not explored this option, we believe this is unlikely to offer much improvement, as sfiouettes cm merge on a moving objtft at lotxiions far from the previous SOM. Also, there are numerous other algorithms for computing silhouettes that could be used for the S O M as wet& but we believe this per-vertex computation test gives us highly efficient performance and offers the potential of being adapted to &me-genetation WGF-compliant graphics hardware. Our method examines only individual vertices and polygons; methods that make use of adjacency information across the mesh are not likely to be as easiIy adapted to hardware computation.
Rendering the Blur Shell
In order to display the blur, W O rely on the use of polygon Just as each polygon generates part of the SoM independently, each polygon hdependently displays my blur associated with the edges that belong to it. To do so, a number of steps need to he bken.
Using the number stored with each polygon, we determine if the number of updates since the polygon last had an edge on the silhouette is within some constant defined by the designer. A n y polygon that has not had an edge on the silhouette within this value contributes no polygons to the blur shelI.
If the polygon recently had an edge on the SoM, then it continues to contribute to the blur shell. The polygon will add pairs of vertices to a quad strip in order to build up the blur. At most, there will be a number of vertex pairs equal to the number of subdivisions plus one, (the extra pair connects the blur to the base mesh). To create the effect of a blur, the polygon strip needs to fade out. To do this, the vertices that make up the polygon strips will have decreasing alpha values, relying on ?he graphics hardware to blend the blur shell's polygons.
To create the quad strip, we fim add the mesh vertices that belonged to the edge the polygon last had on the SOM. Then we cycle through each af the polygon's list elements, starthg with the one corresponding to the update index. 'The two vertices stored in each list element, with their nonnals, are added to the quad ship. The normals are used to help retain the shading the mesh had at the point the vertices were stored. If we go through a number of Bst elements equal to the number of subdivisions, we stop. We also stop the strip if too many elements in a row were flagged as not baving vertices on the SOM. Each time a pair of vertices is added, the alpha value for the remaining vertices will be reduced by (initid-alpha / subdivisions}. This allows the strip to start al some initial alpha value, and if the strip is displayed with the complete number of subdivisions, the last set of vertices added will be completely transparent. It is important to note that the blur shell itself may have color influenced by Ihe original mesh, but Once all polygons have rendered their polygonal strips, the total set of polygons rendered will create a blur shell that is connected ta the anghd deformed mesh.
At most, each polygon will add subdivisions*2 triangles to the scene. So, if we look at the size of the silhouette, which i s theoretically bounded by Cl(&), then we will be adding approximately O(ntbdivisions* A) quadrilaterals to the scene to create our motion blur. The number of additional polygons rendered for the blur i s thus less than that needed by some of the other motion blur techniques. In practice there are additional polygons rendered due to the dying off of some polygons that have not been on the silhouette in several updates, and their associated strips; but this number is limited and does not affect strips, speCific311y qlladrilaterat strips.
performance much. Also, as stated before, the amount of nonconvexity can affect the O(&) bound.
The method as described is not geared toward texturemapped objects, but rather is more appropriate for artistic sweeps (such as speed lines), v i d effects, or non-textured objects; there are many applications and games where this is sufficient. However, there are a number of ways that textured objects could be incorporated. One such method would be to use the UV coordinates of the model's vertices in the blur, thereby having a textured blur. The downside to h s is that the motion blur will be textured its entire length by a single line of texels, those between the two vertices on the SOM. This is the approach used in other space-based approaches, but it is less than ideal. Another possibility would be to have the blur polygons use a different texture than the model. With this method, the UV coordinates of the blur shell's vertices can vary (possibly using a bigher mipmap level), and a full texture could be used and seen on the blur. Yet another option would be to use a pixel shader to add texture, not necessarily a texture map, to the blur, thereby reducing its flat appearance. 
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Analysis and Limitations
While this basic method gives good results, there are, of course, limitations in the accuracy of the blur. Most of these do not impact the visual look of the blur much, or are easily corrected.
In some cases, the silhouette is not continuous dong the mesh (e.g. when a polygon is perpendicular to the direction of motion). These are rare in our testing, and do not significantly reduce the visual quaIity of the motion blur. Holes can occur in the blur shell when a polygon loses a silhouette edge for a few updates, and then regains it. This is very easily futed: we add some hysteresis so that polygons may continue to contribute a (faded) shell over a few frames before being removed. That is, we continue to extend the blur shell even though no new updates are occurring. Coupled with the next item, the look is smooth. When a polygon has not contributed an edge to the SoM in a number of updates, we stop rendering the polygon's strip. When the strip stops being rendered, there could be a noticeable popping from one frame to the next. To avoid thk visual artifact, we fade the entire polygonal strip in proportion to the number of updates since the polygon last had an edge on the SoM, making it disappear smoothly.
For highly concave objects, it is pmsible (in particularly bad, though rarely seen configurations) that the blur shell attached to the concave section will "pierce" the back o f the object, when this concave portion would never be seen (and thus not need to be blurred). The same is true if the model conpolygons enclosed in the interior. Both of these can be fmed by selective polygon blurring, tagging c& polygons so that they will not create blur shells. In key applications, it is Uely that a selective choice of polygons to possibly have blurs would be desirable (and this would require only one bit per polygon), to give greater artistic control over the look of the motion blur to the designer.
Currently, backface culling is tumed off when rendering the blur polygons. This guamntees that all blur polygons will be visible. It does not produce the best possible visuals, but it does produce them quickly. A solution would be to have the blur polygons always face away from the edge !ha! created it. Unfortunately this causes areas of the object to appear unblurred from certain directions. Another option would be to render just the blur, with occlusion culling turned on, to another buffer, and then to combine that blur buffer with the normal rendered image to integrate the blur effect. Tbis effect is now possible with graphics hardware, and easily incorporated into multipass rendering, though we have not implemented it. Yet another option would be to render the blur polygons front to back, to occlude blur polygons that are behind others. There are a number of problems with doing this, with the primary issue being performance. The method can generate many blur polygons, and sorting a large number of khese each b e is entirely too slow for real-time appIications. As shown by this example, the largest loss in performance is from the rendering of the blur shell. While this seems to hold true for low polygon models, we will show that as the polygonal complexity of a mesh increases, tbe SoM detection portion of our method comprises a major@ of our performance loss. Now we will discuss results when examining a set of nondefoming spheres. Each sphere is of varying polygonal complexity, so we are able to see the differences in performance over a range of meshes. Due to the nature of our motion blur method, the lack of a deforming mesh does not change the validity of our results. For consistency, we use the same values for the blur as we did for the character sbuwn above.
Polys IMPLEME~ATION AND RESULTS
Edges
As we can see, and as stated above, the SoM detection is where we lose most of our performance when using meshes with a large number of polygons. The blur shell rendering overhead is largely negligible for the high resolution spheres.
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0.94% .95% Even though we show results when using spheres, we feel that the animated character is more representative of the types of deforming meshes found in actual applications. Even so, we only see approximately a 1% performance loss when using our method.
In section 5 we briefly discuss modifications that can be made to an implementation to improve performance. Due to this, we feel that our method is suited for real-time graphics.
It i s important to discuss the source of the performance losses we do see.
Step 1 of our method, fmding the $OM, is a CPU bound operation; while step 2, rendering the blur, is mostly a set of graphics hardware operations. For modern graphics hardware, the rendering of a few thousand extra polygons is often a neat negligible performance hit. This is reflected in our results: when rendering the high polygon spheres we see little change in performance. Since SoM detection is a CPU bound operation, we would expect that for the larger spheres, the performance loss for SoM detection would grow. We see this in our results, as we lose most of our performance in step 1. Thus, as the madel complexity increases, we expect step 1 will take the majority of our method's computation time. In the future, however, we believe that the entire computation could potentially be shifted to the graphjcs hardware, eIiminating what CPU-bound operations there are currently. We do not feel our method is likely to have noticeable rendering cost unless the application is already rendering-bound, and the blur is applied to most objects.
coNcLusroN AND FuTuRe WORK
We have proposed a method for producing a motion blur in real-time for a deforming polygonal mesh. The method creates a polygonal mesh through the finding and extrusion of the silhouette of motion.
We would l i e to paint out that our method improves on the effects of the current ('geometric blur based) "best-practice" methods discussed earlier. In particular, we can handle deforming meshes and arbitrary rotation, which those methods do not. Our blur shell does not have to fade -it can be of uniform opecity with replicated models and thus give results the same as these earlier methods. While thase other methods can be implemented on current hardware, we believe ours will be just as easily implemented on next-generation hardware.
There are a number of potentid future improvements to our motion blw technique. One key such improvement would be to use today's graphics hardware to better manage the blur shell and SoM updates. An example would be to use programmable graphics hardware to detect SoM edges (a rather straightforward computation). This wouId allow for much faster SoM detection and rendering, and would require less overhead when communicating with the graphics pipeline. Current graphics hardware does not support our entire approach -in particular, the generation of vertices that fie on the blur shell is not supported (unless an array of such vertices were allocated in advance, which would waste vertices, and negate our advantage of having a relatively small blur shell). However, we believe that f u b e hardware advances, particularly the coming WGF standard, will be likely to support thls method, allowing all calculations to occur on the graphics card.
An extension to our method would be to restrict the blur to only affect certain portions of the mesh. This would allow for selective bluthg, in addition to f i the enclosed polygon issue discussed in section 3.4.
In addition, an object's mesh could be managed in such a manner as to be of more benefit to our SoM detection algorithm. The algorithm works on any generic polygonal mesh, but it should be possible to tailor a mesh to better suit our needs. One approach would be to precompute associations between edges and adjacent vertices; allowing for a faster SoM calculation.
We believe OUT scheme provides a visually appealing motion blur for an arbitrarily deforming mesh that can be used to enhance realism, add special effects desired by a designer, or to show motion in a stiIl image. This is done in such a way as to allow for performance and quality trade offs that are quite needed in today's real-time graphics applications.
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